


Welcome to yet another issue of Abyss. If you’re a returning subscriber or this is your first time joining us, we’d like to
say thank you for joining us and don’t forget to hit the like button. Good luck finding it.

Now, I would like to mention that the artists who have contributed to Abyss are sharing their work out of the
kindness of their hearts, but artists also deserve to get paid! How can you help feed the starving artists? I’m so glad
you asked. Here are some things you can do…

1.) You can purchase the original work which is featured in every issue!
2.) You can request to order stickers featuring the work in every issue!
3.) You can buy our NFTs!
4.) You can donate!
5.) You can fill out a T-shirt order form! (And send us a screenshot of your order)

Now you’re probably wondering how to do this. Well, we are still working on getting things set up on our
website (www.permatintcollective.com), but in the meanwhile, you can email permatintcollective@gmail.com with your
serious inquiries and send your donations on Venmo to @permatintcollective.

Broke like us but still want to make a difference? Join our weekly Zoom meetings, meet the members and hear
what we have in the works. AND as always, we are always accepting submissions to Abyss. Send them!
To…Permatintcollective@gmail.com

What is Abyss? A Zine? A periodical? An advertisement? Propaganda? Call it what you like, but it is indeed in
a category of its own.

TBH, we’re still figuring stuff out here, but we have exciting things in store.

Any more questions? Text Skeletor the Administrator at (805) 451-1847.

You are sure to get a prompt response.

http://www.permatintcollective.com
mailto:permatintcollective@gmail.com
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Decode Ancient Mysteries

Way to decode
ancient Mysteries
Is by
Stopping Racist History

Let's
Lift the veil
Of Saitic Isis

See nature
Knows no color lines

Time
After
Time

So racism
Was created
To create
Those lines

Divide and conquer
Benjamin Franklin
Says it best

Halve of America
Blackened
By
France
Expulsion of Protestants

Spains
Expulsion of the Moors

England's
100 years
Slaves exportation

He is not talking about
African nations



In fact
In his view

Black
Tawny
Swarthy
People

Where
Germans
Swedes
Russians
You may be buggin
But I ain't done
French
Italians
Spaniards
All in Europe

Let's stir it up

He says they
Like
Asians
As the
Indigenous Americans
Are all
Children of Africa

This might
Dismantle
The fabric
Of your Matrix

Reevaluate
The value
Of hate

Now you can begin
To comprehend

Way to decode
ancient Mysteries



Is by
Stopping Racist History

Way to decode
ancient Mysteries
Is by
Stopping Racist History

Let's Lift
The veil
Of the Saitic Isis

From
The
Pr M HWR
The Book
Of Coming
Forth by Light

Racist History
Calls it
The Book of the Dead

Talk about a
Misread
Like Mysteries
Of Stonehenge
Thru out Gambia
Ancient knowledge
Taken to
What's now
England
Folks
Like
The Cheddar_Man
Described by
David Mac Ritchie
And
Gerald Massey
Covered that mass
Of land
Royalty



From
Oengus 1
To
Niger Van Dubh
Kenneth Mac Alpine

Why is this
Hard to find

Why does it
Blow some minds

Because

Way to decode
ancient Mysteries
Is by
Stopping Racist History

Let's
Lift the veil
Of Saitic Isis

See nature
Knows no color lines

Time
After
Time

So racism
Was created
To create
Those lines

To keep us blind

Way to decode
ancient Mysteries
Is by
Stopping Racist History

Way to decode



ancient Mysteries
Is by
Stopping Racist History

By Ordell Cordova

Decode ancient Mysteries
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Observations Concerning the Increase of Mankind. Peopling of Countries
By Benjamin Franklin 1755

Nature Knows No Color Lines
By J.A. Rogers

A Book of the Beginnings vol 1
By Gerald Massey

Ancient and Modern Britons v. 1&2
By David Mac Ritchie

Anacalypsis: An Attempt to Draw Aside the Veil of the Saitic Isis or an Inquiry into the
Origin of Languages, Nations and Religions
By Godfrey Higgins

Blacked Out Through Whitewash: Exposing the Quantum Deception/Rediscovering and Recovering
Suppressed Melanated
By Suzar











Kansas

It was May when I had my first encounter with the magician.

We introduced ourselves to one another before shedding our exteriors and stepping into the boiling water.
An unspoken deal was made and the money was laid out on the table in twisted increments. That wouldn’t
be the last time he would fool me.

The solstice came and went, and the sun would hang high in the sky when he began to gnaw his way into
my psyche.

He showed me the two doors to two deaths.

The magician laughed and fumbled as he waited for me to make my choice. We sat for days as he
remarked upon redundancy upon redundancy. I buried my head, let the distractions fill the hours as I
pretended not to notice.

Nothing breakable was safe.

Days full of catchphrases and convoluted nonsense passed without end as I hurried in circles, looking for
but never finding an exit back to the days before.

The players were established bit by bit, crystalizing in the veil. We teetered on the edge, his crooked mouth
snarling in pleasure at my indecision. The choice loomed in the background of mock moments of mysticism.
He recited spells and placed the words in my hands. The words which snaked up my arms and into my
mouth. The taste was sweet and familiar, they danced upon my tongue until they fermented. I spit them out
into the humid air.

I examined every inch of the house, ruler in hand, knocking soft and then hard upon surfaces.

My stagnation exploded like a flood, filling every room and draining into the floor where it found its way to
lower ground. I followed the water downward until I came upon the two doors.

The magician was gone now, my shattered home only a smirking reminder of the moments before we shook
hands and submerged ourselves in the ether.

The ground was moist but firm beneath my feet as I raised my head to see what lay before me.
One door led to nothing...and the other...to The Abyss.

I stepped through the door.

-DW…11/03/21



























Magical Mountain Party

Electric colors forever pulsing,
Making music visible on the screen.

The beauty of such spectacular lights,
Something of which I've never seen.

Dancing and swaying incessantly,
Before my eyes they’re coming to life.

Moving me to the rhythm of love,
Transforming all my previous strife.

Drawing me into a fantastical world,
I'm flowing in sync with the beat.

Now magically floating through the air,
Away from my body and dancing feet.

All Rights Reserved © Buffy Lee 2017







Diary of a Stay-@-Home Stepdad (By Kyle Katz)

7/12/2028: Little Maddy’s Magic Show

Today I woke up a lot earlier than normal, in anticipation of Maddy’s very first magic
show. It was a gorgeous summer morning, and a lot of the neighborhood kids and their
parents would be coming by around noon to watch little Maddy perform. With my wife
Shella away for work, I knew I had to do everything I could to make the proceedings go like
clockwork for my new stepdaughter.

Around 9:00 a.m., still sore-boned and squinty-eyed from too little sleep, I limped my
way downstairs from the bedroom to see my old childhood buddy Jay on the front gate
security monitor, buzzing the intercom for admittance. He had purportedly popped by to
shoot the shit and toss back a couple brews, joking on his way in that I never make time to
see him anymore. As he greeted me with a great big brotherly embrace, perhaps a little tighter
than normal or necessary, his eyes darted wildly around the house, taking in the scope of the
three-story, ten-bedroom palace I now call home. We seated ourselves at the bar, and I poured
us each a glass of a crisp and fruity pale ale we have on tap in great abundance. After
pounding back his first with alarming ferocity, Jay slammed the empty glass down on the bar.
I poured him another. He then proceeded to lift the glass toward me for a prospective toast,
grabbing hold of my shoulder and saying, “I don’t know what the hell you did to
deserve all this, my friend, but don’t you dare fuck it up.” We clinked glasses and
embarked upon a good hour’s worth of reminiscence and hefty binging.

I couldn’t agree more with Jay’s sentiments of course. I mean, what exactly did I
do to earn such an improbably pampered life? From what I can surmise, there was
really nothing more to it than the old right place/right time routine. It was in fact my
penchant for getting into strange mental states and hanging around the lobbies of
skyscrapers which engendered the happy accident in question. One morning, a little
over a year ago, I consumed a particularly potent batch of a kind of pharmahuasca my
buddy Sam had just concocted. Then I wandered into Valley View Tower, a skyscraper
of tremendous spiritual resonance, and situated myself down on a very comfortable
leather chair for the impending wave of glorious hallucination.

A few minutes later - and it may very well have been hours - I found myself
passionately discussing world events and philosophy with a woman of exceptional
charm, intelligence and beauty. Still very high on Sam’s concoction, the whole thing
seemed exceedingly dreamlike and riddled with discontinuity. Her name was Shella
Sterling, billionaire founder and CEO of Shella Sterling Cosmetics, and twice divorced
mother of four. Apparently, after Shella’s second divorce, her guru trained her in the art



of accurately observing auras, instructing her only to fall in love with green or blue
ones. My own aura, having reportedly glowed a deep forest green that day under the
influence of the pharmahuasca, wielded a kind of power over Shella that she simply
couldn’t resist. We fell in love, and now, more than a year later, I am a stay-at-home
husband and stepdad to Maxwell (12), Laura (10), Aaron (7), and Maddy (5).

At around 12:15 p.m. today, with the iconic opening of Strauss’s Thus Spake
Zarathustra blaring from overhead speakers, our precious little Maddy stepped out
from behind a shimmering curtain in top hat and cape - both too large for her
diminutive frame - and began to wow her audience of twenty-two children and adults.
Without anyone else’s input or assistance, Maddy had established an impressive
repertoire of illusions which she now performed, one after another, with remarkably
deft precision. As she prepared with tremendous showmanship to execute her
spectacular grand finale, our old friend Jay, having passed out in an upstairs
guest room from too many beers and other substances, came staggering down in
nothing but his underwear, sobbing and holding a Glock 43X to his temple.

“I can’t do it anymore, man, I just can’t do it.” he cried. Everyone bounded to
their feet, gasping and frantically attempting to calm him down with encouraging
words. Having snuck a hearty dose of mescaline before showtime, I could only look on
in horror and disbelief, the only person in the room still seated. “You’ll only be killing
the meat!” I finally called to him, laughing inappropriately. Then Maddy the Magician
slowly approached the suicidal man standing nearly naked in the middle of her living
room, all the parents in the room except for me desperately attempting to dissuade her.
But do you know that old Maddy pushed forth toward the man with such determination
and courage that from where I was sitting she looked like a super hero? And right then
and there I knew that everything would be alright. From Maddy’s wand came suddenly
this flash of light which shot toward Jay and pierced his forehead, knocking him off his
feet, and the gun safely from his grasp. Everyone cheered in a great collective
upwelling of emotion as Maddy took a series of bows, blowing kisses to her audience.
Not long after, Jay was taken from the living room by stretcher to an ambulance
outside, and then to a nearby hospital. All he could say the whole time, with tears in his
eyes and a laugh in his throat, was “I’m cured! Thank God, thank God! I am cured!”





































Chloe’s Resume

Snowy Plover: They never follow me inside…and then they like watching
my reaction…and they…the catfish and I….noticed a cup fish was on the
floor.
Essay, he was involved

because he is really
controlling…trying to nap…do you
wanna taste it? I am. It’s
different….I need anything
different.
They were expensive…made with

like….maybe…Farrow?
Because he’s got a big feral tail,
and he doesn’t, so they act like
brothers…but I know he said he
was dating. He's not.
They Read the ginger Vytis.
He’s so gay…yeah… he’s a boy.

He’s around.
Well, they would spy on me.
This was a bedroom that was a

living room. They would go on to
star…that they fight.
Irritated as your cat! Your cat soup and Graham!

I’ll lose that, because I was watching the cat, and see if that association
shows…and that’s like what that definitely is, is it really? Fluffy tail on here
bro, what are these?

Tattoos?



It took us.
Van.
I think they have a Turkish…and grow…and let you know how Junior is so
soft…so…so… insane…yeah…that’s with the ingress. Yeah, and I think it

was pure…but like, where did you get him? Found
out. You got it? He had this whole…like…most kid
drain, and he was like, coming after us.
So that’s cute.
I was on the west side. Like me at the train tracks.
Yeah. Stay cat mother. Cat pose…hides another
one…like…the next week.

Do you like the same spot? Orange brown tabby I
saw…like…a sweetie.

I saw the message. Gray one…7-Eleven
here…being chased by a dog or something…in
circles…like right in between. That? That's 10.

Please delete angel cats…like…they’re so
good…like…I sent them out at six months
old…like…you’re not supposed to do that daily.

They didn’t get the deck part.
Living by the covers… that daylight.
Time to go out cat! Your cat soup and Graham!
I’ll lose that, because I was watching the cat.
One Fish, two Fish, red Fish, blue, is it?
Say…about that Fish…two Fish, red Fish. blue. Is
it? Say…about that…but do they?

What is Google?
Think this all means “not gonna answer” . What does Google think this

means?
Alexis.
Contenta.

Contenta.



I got rid of her. I got a skirt. You’re right, there are. You tried to be a
wrench, but thank you for being so punctual.

Unheard of. that we are. What? It what? Should I do it now? He’s
gonna be so mad, but he’s …he’s probably on his way, skating…phone. He
lost his phone today, just from leaving the phone somewhere.

Went to a job site.
End.
It’s really good.
Hypnotist Conrad? Oh, he’s at our house, dude. I swear. Some people
in the receipt
goddamnit…really close to it.
I guess. To hear, I don’t know.

What the fuck, the kid thing, that he
could go into the hole in the
crease of the two. He watches
detective Pikachu glue.

What is the “12 Trolls World
Tour”? Silent animators. Didn’t
Smith? Kitten, there's a cat. A
mouse sent you a check and gets
left in the desert…so he was like an
inch away from the screen
watching a 14 minute movie about
this cat.

What happens when you taste
nice?

So cute, He’s like, “I don’t know,
it’s so bad. Looks so bad.”

I signed the contract…verbal contract…it’s like an epic poem.
Yeah. I got that Turkish.



I have Siri. Talk like this to the Bluetooth device, and speak through
the whole thing…yeah speech to text…like chrome box book and fever,
each to text. Text to speech fever. Each…no…it’s…it’s cut. Very confused
…and it will start back there. This is, like, how you talk now. You
know…well if this is worth a resume, just Publish what is on her with this.

Lim laughed, what…what if we put this through him? Turn it in.com
with it. It’s…it’s where you send it.

Paper…and they determine if there is plagiarism. A whole. So this is
on file…anywhere, as of a test to check for us, to braid it will come out nice.
I saw…like…a sweetie. I saw the message.

Gray
one

7-Eleven here. Being…yeah…post it to start talking about that. It’s got
kind of gingivitis.

Confused things.
Confused. Have you heard about this program where you can

paint and go backwards?
As you have.
To have an Apple product right now or not…come procreate.

Like…you know? Like ProTools for music, this guy is an out! Yet…OK.
It's got procreate and this kid is sitting there with that. I think with his
finger or like…a stylus…and you can pick up a medium…you pick



where you go…fingering anything…and then you can pick media, and
then the cool thing is charging a resume. This is Ken. Undo.













The Night Man

Oh where, oh where, is the man of the night?
He's anything but a ruffian.
Spider-Man, though bearing gifts;
He’s your friendly neighborhood Columbian.

Little gifts wrapped up in paper,
Like a miniature Santa Claus,
Physique matching a Greek god;
A doctor making house calls.

He's all of these things and more,
Bringing what people desire.
Like a fireman to the rescue,
He extinguishes your roaring fire.

But no one dares to mention this saint,
For fear he could go away.
Taking all of his tiny presents,
Disappearing during the day.

So keep your secrets to yourself,
Ensuring the return of him soon.
He'll get you fixed up all right,
Just wait by the light of the moon.
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